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ABSTRACT:

Quality of life is a central concern for urban planners and the local food system is a primary

contributor to this factor. This study investigates quantitative and qualitative developmental barriers faced by
localized small-scale sustainable farmers and how they overcome these barriers to make a livable wage.
Developmental barriers include the regulation of, and the capital investment in, the management of localized smallscale sustainable food markets. This study employs informal interviews, first-hand work experience over multiple
seasons, and relevant economic data. This information seeks to provide insight on the benefits of developing more
economic stability for localized small-scale sustainable farmers in cities like Muncie, Indiana. This study also
explores how a localized small-scale sustainable food system starts, from the ground up, by using a livable wage as
the primary means for attracting local small-scale sustainable farmers to their available markets. This study utilizes
urban planning development theory to explore how informal development is used, via democratic agency, to change
the outcome of formal development. This study breaks down the difference between United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA) certified organic and localized small-scale sustainable produce. This study uses urban planning
development theory to understand the barriers between formal and informal development processes when it comes
to food systems in the Midwestern United States. The goal of this study is to break down the benefits of directly
investing in local small-scale sustainable food farmers and where to start—a livable wage. This study also provides
evidence for the risks and benefits of supporting this type of development in the wake of significant global climate
change.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
A sustainable food system 1 is a collaborative network that integrates several necessary
components in order to enhance a community’s environmental, economic, and social well-being
(Kameshwari Pothukuchi and Jerome L. Kaufman, 2000). The paradigm of a localized smallscale sustainable food system is such an extraneous concept to the large-scale industrialized
agricultural food market that a transitional model between them remains vague. This study seeks
to provide insight into this grey area through informal interviews, first-hand worker experience,
and relevant economic data. Informal development processes provide the key to understanding
how a small-scale sustainable food system starts.
The United States is home to 308.7 million people, where roughly 81 percent live in an
incorporated area of 100,000 people or less (2010 U.S. Census Bureau). Addressing the issue of
industrialized agricultural food chains in a city of Muncie, Indiana’s size (population of 70,085 2),
could therefore offer economic insight for more than half of American cities. Muncie was also
studied in the early-twentieth century as Middletown 34 and many economic studies were based
upon the population here in the decades that followed. The success of harnessing informal
bottom-up development processes to build a formal sustainable food system includes asking
farmers what they need in their markets. This study seeks to address this missing dialogue
propose a next step in this informal development process.

1

Pothukuchi, K., and Kaufman, J. L. (2000). The food system: A stranger to the planning field. Journal of the American Planning
Association, 66(2), 113-124. https://doi.org/10.1080/01944360008976093.
2 U.S. Census Bureau. (2010). “City and Town Population Tables: 2010-2017”. Retrieved 1 August 2018.
3 Lynd, Robert S. and Helen M. Lynd. 1929. Middletown: A Study in Contemporary American Culture. New York: Harcourt,
Brace, and Company.
4 Lynd, Robert S. and Helen M. Lynd. 1937. Middletown in Transition: A Study in Cultural Conflicts. New York: Harcourt,
Brace, and Company.
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CHAPTER I: STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
This complexity of examining food systems was highlighted two decades ago in what
Kameshwari Pothukuchi and Jerome L. Kaufman (2000) call “a stranger to the planning field” 5.
Since then, the food system and the implications of its design seeped into the planning criterion
for both local and regional governments [6] [7]. Based on research through various farmer
interviews, attendance of Farmers’ Markets, food desert maps, and first-hand participatory
market research into the supply chain of local produce it becomes clear that local small-scale
sustainable farmers are not adequately meeting the demand of Muncie residents while
simultaneously claiming to be able to sell more.
Therefore, there is a development gap that prevents these two groups of people from meeting
within the same market space. These barriers have to do with both distribution (Amartya Sen,
1999 8) and production (Walt Witman Rostow, 1960 9; Andre Gunder Frank, 1967 10; David
Harvey, 1973 11; John Turner & Robert Fichter, 1972 12; Immanuel Wallerstein, 1974 13; Henri

5Pothukuchi,

K. & Kaufman, J. L. (2000) The Food System, Journal of the American Planning Association, 66:2, 113-124.
Raja, S., Born, B., & Kozlowski Russell, J. (2008). A planner’s guide to community and regional food planning: Transforming
food environments, building healthy communities (Planning Advisory Service PAS Series No. 554). Chicago: American Planning
Association.
7 Raja, S., & Whittaker, J. (2018). Community food infrastructure: A vital consideration for planning healthy communities. In T.
Beatley, C. L. Jones, & R. Rainey (Eds.), Healthy Environments, Healing Spaces: Practices and Directions in Health, Planning,
and Design (pp. 230–270). Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press.
8 Sen, Amartya. (1999). Development as Freedom. New York: Random House, Inc.
9 Rustow, W.W. (1990 [1960]). The Stages of Economic Growth: A non-communist manifesto. Cambridge University Press.
ISBN 978-0-521-40928-5.
10Frank, A. G. (1969). Latin America: underdevelopment or revolution: Essays on the development of underdevelopment and the
immediate enemy. New York: Monthly Review Press.
11
David, H. (2010 [1973]). Social Justice and the City. University of Georgia Press, 2010.
12
Turner, J.F.C and Fichter, R. (1972) Freedom to Build: Dweller control of the housing process. New York: Macmillan.
13
Wallerstein, Immanuel. (1974). The Modern World-System: Capitalist agriculture and the origins of the European worldeconomy in the sixteenth century. New York: Academic Press.
6
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Lefebvre, 1974 14; Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, 1988 15; James C. Scott, 1998 16; and Perera,
2015 17).
The city of Muncie, despite losing thousands of jobs between 2001 and 2011 to
deindustrialization, local economic development projects—Economic Development Alliance
Vision 2016 Plan 18 and Vision 2021 Plan 19—continue to focus on attracting large numbers of
low-skill jobs that do not aide the rising poverty rate. Muncie’s poverty rate has remained largely
unchanged in recent years (2013-17 20). Muncie’s nearly 29.9 percent poverty rate is larger than
its respective county of Delaware (22.9 percent), the majority of which register as 17 years old or
younger while the rest fall into the 18-24-year-old category10. This means that Delaware county
ranked second out of ninety-two total counties within Indiana for the adult poverty rate in 201710.
Another variable that has seen little change is Muncie’s median annual household income $32,
372, which is roughly 61 percent lower than Indiana’s at $52,18210.
Local small-scale sustainable farmers offer economic, social, and ecological benefits to
Muncie. Multiple informal interviews with these farmers, first-hand worker experience, and
relevant economic data makes it clear that these farmers have no formal voice in their future
development. This study seeks to understand how these farmers overcome their barriers and to
provide evidence in support of their recognition regarding future inclusion in development.

14

Lefebvre, H., & Nicholson-Smith, D. (2009 [1974]). The Production of Space. Malden, MA: Blackwell.
Spivak, G. C. (January 01, 1988). Can the subaltern speak?. Social Theory : the Multicultural and Classic Readings.
16
Scott, James C. (2020 [1998]). Seeing Like a State: How certain schemes to improve the human condition have failed. S.l.:
YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS.
17
Perera, Nihal. (2015). People’s Spaces: Coping, Familiarizing, Creating. New York and London: Routledge.
18
Muncie-Delaware County, Indiana Economic Development Alliance. (2016). Vision 2016 Plan. Retrieved September 9, 2019
from http://muncie.com/About-Us/Vision-2016.aspx.
19 Muncie-Delaware County, Indiana Economic Development Alliance. (2019). Vision 2021 Plan. Retrieved September 9, 2019
from http://muncie.com/About-Us/Vision-2016.aspx.
20
U.S. Census Bureau. (2010-17). “City and Town Population Tables: 2013-2017”. Retrieved 1 August 2018.
15
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CHAPTER I: SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM
A “food desert,” according to United States Department of Agriculture’s (USDA)
Economic Research Service (ERS) is, a low-income census tract where a substantial number or
share of residents have low access to a supermarket or large grocery store. This term does not
address from which paradigm this food is being produced from. The 11 United State’s
Department of Agriculture (USDA) Food Desert Maps (pg. 67-76 of this document)—kindly
provided by Bryan Preston, Head of Muncie, Indiana’s Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
in November of 2019—depict various food deserts throughout Muncie. These maps represent
residents that live more than one mile away from fresh, healthy produce and qualify as a lowincome 21 community.
Geographically, the population with the highest poverty rates can be found within the city
of Muncie, located directly east of Ball State and on the north side of the city. The high poverty
rate and low median income indicated by food desert maps alludes to the conclusion that more
produce at a lower price will not fix the problem, as is currently discussed (Muncie Food
Summit, 2019). Since produce is already mass produced in mass quantity, a further flood into the
market will only cheapen the product. Until the quality of the production and distribution of food
is re-conceptualized through a paradigm shift (from industrial to ecological), the problem will
only worsen. Instead, data provided here indicates that a more highly trained workforce with
better access to higher paying jobs is required.
Despite this economic data, the Muncie-Delaware Economic Development Alliance
Vision 2016 Plan (p. 12, Objective 2 A) discusses Ginovus Asset Mapping which marks food

21 Low-income census tracts must meet the Treasury Department’s New Markets Tax Credit (NMTC) criteria, meaning that the
poverty rate for the tract is at least 20 percent or higher.
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processing and agribusiness—among other industries in the area—as slated for targeted growth
strategies but include zero strategic growth in the organic sector. Other informal, bottom-up
development—such as directly engaging local small-scale sustainable farmers (a term that will
be referred to as LSSSFs from here forward) in economic or sustainable food system planning—
continues to be omitted in these strategic planning initiatives. Sustainable development, by
contrast to the Rust Belt paradigm, was defined by the 1987 United Nations Brundtland
Commission Report as the ability to, “meet the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” 22
The Muncie Economic Development Commission (EDC) lists food processing as one of
Muncie’s top five industry initiatives in its formal plan-documents for both 2016 and 2021.
However, there is currently no mention of local, sustainable, or organic dimensions to this goal,
although current market data cites the success of organic agricultural production for over a
decade. Defining the role of small-scale, sustainable farmers in local development is not a
straight-forward process: There is currently no formal market share, or Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) measure, to represent the growth and development of LSSSFs in the United States or
Indiana. However, Muncie could lead the way for such development.

CHAPTER I: HISTORY OF THE PROBLEM
A paradigm is a set of theories, concepts, values, and methods that constitutes a way of
viewing reality for the community that shares them, especially in an intellectual discipline. A
ruling paradigm does not necessarily have to be true to hold power, such as the common belief
22

Brundtland, G. (1987). Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development: Our Common Future. United
Nations General Assembly document A/42/427.
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before the Copernican Revolution. Jose Graziano da Silva (2015) 23 of The Food and Agriculture
Organization (FOA)—a specialized agency of the United Nations (U.N.) that leads international
efforts to defeat hunger—points out that the current paradigm of industrial agricultural is not
working. Industrial agriculture can be defined by its large-scale inputs of agrochemicals, fossil
fuels, monocultural production, mechanization, and intensive livestock production. The ruling
paradigm of industrial agriculture measures its ‘success’ (this term is highly subjective based on
the paradigm it operates by) through chemical reductionism and high yields alone. These shallow
parameters fail to incorporate the self-organizing system of nature as a whole.
Even if agriculture switched to organic methods worldwide, this could fail if the wider
ecosystem impact is disregarded (Olivia Solon, 2015) 24. Instead, a paradigm shift is needed. The
summarization of how industrial agriculture—characterized by large-scale inputs of
agrochemicals, fossil fuels, monocultural production, mechanization, and intensive livestock
production—has neglected to incorporate pertinent scientific discoveries in ecology and biology
over the past few decades can be explained through its inability to evolve its ruling paradigm.
The philosopher and American physicist, Thomas S. Kuhn (1970) 25, developed the concept of a
paradigm shift in regard to scientific revolutions. Kuhn noticed that scientific discovery was not
a linear process but instead occurred in episodic spurts that were dependent upon the consensus
of a scientific community, not merely objective criteria. Kuhn called these episodic spurts, a
paradigm shift. When a paradigm shift occurs, the nature of scientific inquiry within a particular
field is abruptly transformed. Competing paradigms (according to Kuhn) are therefore

23 Graziano da Silva, J. (2015). Agriculture must change—FAO Director-General speaks at International Forum on Agriculture
and Climate Change, Paris February 20 [online] Available at: http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/278192/icode/ [Accessed
12/12/2019].
24 Solon, Olivia. (2015). Bees put to work lugging pesticides to flowers. New Scientist No. 3045, 31 October: 13.
25 Kuhn, Thomas. (1970). The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. 2nd enlarged edition. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
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incommensurable, or irreconcilable accounts of reality, as the instruments and framework used
for comparing measurements are questioned. This means that our comprehension of science can
never be wholly “objective” as it is based upon the subjective conditioning, or worldview, of its
researchers and participants.

CHAPTER I: DISCUSSION OF ISSUES
Kuhn also points out that a critical mass of subjectivity is necessary, otherwise professions
will not be able to solve problems that their members could have scarcely imagined and would
never have undertaken without commitment to a paradigm. A good example of this critical mass
relationship to needing an existing paradigm even if it no longer fits can be observed with the
invention of the microscope leading to the discovery of germs. Once it is possible to “see” the
process by which disease spreads, it is then possible to work with rather than against this system.
The paradigm shift to an awareness of an unseen world of microbial life does not explain
everything in that microbial universe but has merely formed a means by which to appropriate
future study. Paradigm shifts enable a widening of awareness as to the self-organizing system of
nature that already surrounds us. Rural agricultural communities like Muncie, Indiana are living
on the front lines of this paradigmatic shift.
Similarly, this paradigm incommensurability is present when the term ‘rural’ serves as the
conceptual equivalent to a blank canvas for development to take place upon. One whom operates
under the paradigm of agroecology (Olivia de Schutter, 2010) 26, or bringing farming back to an

26 De Schutter, Olivier. (2010). Report submitted by the Special Rapporteur on the right to food, Olivier De Schutter, United
Nations Human Rights Council, Sixteenth session. New York: United Nations. 20 December A/HRC/16/49. Online source:
http://www.sffood.org/images/stories/pdf/official reports/20110308_a-hrc-16-49_agroecology_en.pdf. Accessed 12/12/2019.
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understanding of natural systems, can see what is already present: An existing network of
countless living creatures that work in collaboration with one another to produce a material
called, soil. This soil breaks down carbon—from dead, organic matter—for reabsorption for
growing plants, and in turn, every other lifeform on this planet. According to Maria-Helena
Somedo (Deputy Director General of Natural Resources at the FAO), 95 percent of our food
comes from the soil. According to a study done by the University of Sheffield’s Grantham
Centre for Sustainable Futures (2015), roughly one-third of the world’s arable land has been lost
since 1960 as a result of soil degradation, 25 percent of the world’s soils are severely degraded,
and the equivalent of 30 football fields of soil continue to be lost every minute to degradation.
The paradigm of industrial agriculture lacks the means by which to “see” how it affects its
own ecosystem beyond high yields, size, growth rate, or pest resistance. Industrial agriculture’s
continuous cultivation, the cultivation of steeper slopes, monocultures, removal of hedges,
reliance on inorganic fertilizers (the Haber-Bosch process), over-grazing and repeated passes
with heavy machinery has resulted in degraded land, loss of plant and animal species diversity,
increased susceptibility to disease and loss of peoples’ livelihoods (Wes Jackson, 2002) 27. This
has also led to the reduced nutrient content of food, i.e. levels of essential minerals in fruits and
vegetables fell by up to 76 percent between 1940 and 1991 (Dr. Robert McCance and Dr. Elsie
Widdowson, 1991) 28. Healthy soils are also essential to the production of healthy food, to control
flooding, to control droughts, and to limit the impacts of climate change.

27 Jackson, Wes. (2002). Natural Systems Agriculture (NSA): A radical alternative. Agriculture and Ecosystems and Environment
Publication. Vol. 88. (pp. 111-117)
28 McCance and Widdowson. (1991). The Composition of Foods, 5th Edition. Published by Royal Society of Chemistry/Ministry
of Agriculture Fisheries and Food.
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CHAPTER I: QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED
The following study seeks to analyze the impact on Muncie, Indiana’s emergent, informal
small-scale sustainable local food system by using the shared parameters of distribution and
production. The distributive aspect will be measured using Food Desert maps collected by the
USDA through Muncie’s local Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Department. The
production aspect will be analyzed through first-hand worker experience, informal farmer
interviews, and economic data gathered by the USDA’s Economic Research Service (ERS). A
key finding early on was that a livable wage for local small-scale sustainable farmers (or
LSSSFs) is rare in Delaware County (Indiana) and this study seeks to understand the market
barriers to this aspiration. The main goal of this review is to explore the level of economic access
available to local small-scale sustainable farmers, its effectiveness from the point of view of
LSSSFs, and suggestions for how to make this criterion more effective in the future.

CHAPTER I: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
I will begin by defining the key terms used in the discussion of livable wages for smallscale sustainable farmers. A local small-scale sustainable farmer (which will be referred to as
LSSSFs from here forward), refers to a local farmer producing food from fifty acres or less of
land under the standards stipulated by the USDA’s National Organic Program (NOP), regardless
of whether they are certified by the USDA or not. Whether they are USDA organic certified will
be mentioned. Many LSSSFs cannot afford such certification but adhere to not using pesticides
or genetically modified seeds (GMOs). The term livable wage regarding LSSSFs, refers to
Massachusetts Institute for Technology’s (MIT) livable wage calculator for the state of Indiana

15

and is defined as an annual full-time (2080 hours) hourly wage of $11.07 (or an annual salary of
$23,025.60) for a single adult with no children (Amy Glasmeier, 2019 29). The main goal of this
review is to explore the level of economic access available to LSSSFs, its effectiveness from the
point of view of LSSSFs, and suggestions for how to make this criterion more effective in the
future.
The terms “food sovereignty” and agricultural “parity” have emerged to name the
growing development gap between the industrialized food system and people within the United
States. Food sovereignty 30 represents the concept that access to fresh, healthy, and local food is a
civil right. Agricultural parity 31 refers to the fair treatment of farmers and compensating them for
their labor with a livable wage. Both are quality of life factors in the realm of planning. The issue
of a livable wage is a critical one for all farmers in the United States in the coming age of climate
change—which will force a paradigm shift, regardless. The only real issue is that of choosing
which agricultural paradigm will be considered most successful in the future. The mounting
evidence is clear that the industrial agricultural paradigm—characterized by large-scale inputs of
agrochemicals, fossil fuels, monocultural production, mechanization, and intensive livestock
production—is sowing the seeds of its own destruction and yet it continues to be the ruling
economic paradigm.
Thomas Kuhn’s (1970) concept of a paradigm shift may be able to explain this
phenomenon of adherence to an outdated paradigm despite mounting evidence that proves it to
be false. Prior to Kuhn, it was widely accepted that the history of science was linear,

29 Glasmeier, Dr. Amy K. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Living Wage Calculator. Indiana. Information gathered June
2019. www.livingwage.mit.edu. Last updated 2019.
30 “food sovereignty.” Mirriam-Webster.com.2019.https://www.miriam-webster.com (9 September 2019).
31 “agricultural parity.” Mirriam-Webster.com.2019.https://www.miriam-webster.com (9 September 2019).
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characterized by a rational progression of accumulated knowledge. However, Kuhn noticed that
scientific development occurs in a cyclical pattern interposed with revolutions that signaled
major shifts in systematic understanding. Kuhn claimed that this cyclical pattern had a
recognizable structure characterized by normal and extraordinary science. This cycle is mostly
dynamic but does experience brief periods of stability, much like the Earth’s environmental
changes. This period where a working paradigm is not questioned constitutes a period of stability
and can be compared to Kuhn’s 1) Normal stage of science, or the period of time where a
scientific paradigm of understanding is accepted and followed. This stage facilitates experiments
and discoveries based on the paradigm of understanding, but the paradigm itself is not
challenged. When an experiment manages to disprove the currently accepted paradigm, this
triggers a 2) Crisis Point. This begins the stage of 3) Extraordinary Science when scientists
struggle to conceive of a new set of rules to move forward. This triggers a 4) Revolution. As
scientists begin to re-structure their understanding and come to a more stable set of rules, a 5)
Paradigm Shift marks the last stage of the cycle paving the way to begin yet another cycle.
This cycle can be observed in the difference between ancient and more modern
manifestations of agriculture. Modern agriculture is not synonymous with industrial or organic
agriculture for instance, as LSSSFs offer a viable alternative that more closely resembles the
indigenous agricultural understanding of the pre-Socratic Asiatic ancients. The social science of
urban planning’s prerogative is to be wide-ranging, future-minded, civically driven, and to
enhance the quality of life within communities. Planning’s business model is made manifest
within community systems—such as land use, housing, transportation, the environment, and the
economy. The food system, by contrast, is marked by its absenteeism from most planning
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practice, research, and education 32. Both industrial agriculture and urban planning could address
food systems based on newer scientific findings, such as the relevance of soil health, but
continue to measure their success based on an older paradigm that does not take climate change
into account. This formal stance on how success is measured significantly hinders the informal
development of LSSSFs and their formal participation within local markets.
Engaging informal, bottom-up development is something that planning theory has only
just begun to study (Amartya Sen, 1999; Walt Witman Rostow, 1960; Andre Gunder Frank,
1967; David Harvey, 1973; John Turner & Robert Fichter, 1972; Immanuel Wallerstein, 1974;
Henri Lefebvre, 1974; James C. Scott, 1998; Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, 1988; and Perera,
2015). Nihal Perera (2015) is one of the leading researchers and practitioners of such theoretical
methods and employs the term familiarize 33 to identify how ordinary people—such as LSSSFs in
this case—with no power to implement big plans—such as the state and big corporations—adapt
to their immediate surrounding spaces, especially within formal or planned spaces (identified as
abstract space), for their own needs and daily pursuit of aspirations. The capacity of Perera’s
relevance on LSSSFs emergent development is relevant as LSSSFs continue to be left out of
formal plans, so through the informal development process of familiarization, they have created
their own hybrid or third space that currently remains unacknowledged.
An example of this emic hybrid space creation being ignored by formal development
includes Muncie’s third annual Local Food Summit (2019), where LSSSFs were confined to a
thirty minute ‘Food Panel’ which consisted of a very limited question and answer segment

32

Pothukuchi, K., and Kaufman, J. L. (2000). The food system: A stranger to the planning field. Journal of the American
Planning Association, 66(2), 113-124. https://doi.org/10.1080/01944360008976093.

33

Perera, Nihal. (2015). People’s Spaces: Coping, Familiarizing, Creating. New York and London: Routledge. pg.
38.
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between attendees and only three LSSSFs. This was the only opportunity given to LSSSFs to
participate in their own development dialogue during the course of the entire event. Of those
LSSSFs, only one was a full-time farmer that remained in business full-time—Wendy Carpenter,
later interviewed in this study—one had recently gone out of business, and another remained
part-time, specifically due to poor market access. The issue of poor market access remained
completely ignored by the individuals running the Food Summit and has yet to be addressed.
The high poverty rate and low median income indicated by the Muncie food desert maps
alludes to the conclusion that more produce at a lower price will not fix the problem, as is
currently discussed (Muncie Food Summit, 2019). Since produce is already mass produced in
mass quantity, a further flood into the market will only cheapen the product. Until the quality of
the production and distribution of food is re-conceptualized through a paradigm shift (from
industrial to ecological), the problem will only worsen. Instead, data provided here indicates that
a more highly trained workforce with better access to higher paying jobs is required. This is a
complicated problem that no one is paid to solve.
Economic growth can be measured in national and local settings by employing indicators
like the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), poverty rate, and USDA certified organic economic
market growth over time. The ability to measure the market access that LSSSFs have in relation
to their local economy, which is not evident in these indicators, would enable a key development
for LSSSFs to establish their own market through informal development. If this market access
could be established for LSSSFs, then a solid basis for job security could be formed that could be
subsequently supported by the local population’s demand for produce. If this job security was
able to be established for LSSSFs, then a sustainable food system could become an emergent
development in Muncie, Indiana that other similar cities could copy and further adapt.
19

CHAPTER I: ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
This study merely seeks to understand how the informal development of LSSSFs is
hindered by the formal markets that they participate in, what these limitations are, and how they
can be streamlined within a local economy. The assumptions and limitations with this study are
vast, as LSSSFs are a made-up group in order to study them. The voices of LSSSFs are notably
absent from the local development dialogue, which is what brought this study about to begin
with; therefore, this study is merely meant to be a starting point for other subsequent studies to
fill in any gaps that are not covered here.
There are no interviews with farmers that subscribe to the industrial paradigm of
agriculture, for instance, as their model is the only one that is recognized by the formal economy.
This study does not seek to prove that one model is better than another and takes no political
stance. This study is measuring a group of people that are invisible but emergent, so there are
many gaps that are welcome to be filled in by other curious researchers. Another key
measurement is how Muncie residents feel about organic, industrial, and sustainable models of
agriculture. Currently, it remains unknown as to whether residents are aware of such differences
in agriculture and—if they are—what the demographics of their attitudes might be towards them.
Another key limitation is that food systems are rarely the jurisdiction of urban planners
and are instead planned by supply chain economics dictated by international policy. Unfurling
such a complicated system is not something that urban planners or farmers will be able to
manage alone. There is much data that is simply not available to look up, as it has never been
measured to begin with—i.e. a livable wage for LSSSFs in the midwestern United States. Again,
this study is meant to be a starting point for other studies, as the coming age of climate change
will change food systems in the future, and deeply effect the quality of life for all.
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CHAPTER I: SUMMARY
Based on research through various farmer interviews, attendance of Farmers’ Markets,
food desert maps, and first-hand participatory market research into the supply chain of local
produce it becomes clear that local small-scale sustainable farmers (LSSSFs) are not adequately
meeting the demand of Muncie residents while simultaneously claiming to be able to sell more.
Therefore, there is a development gap that prevents these two groups of people from meeting
within the same market space. These barriers have to do with both distribution (Amartya Sen,
1999) and production (Walt Witman Rostow, 1960; Andre Gunder Frank, 1967; David Harvey,
1973; John Turner & Robert Fichter, 1972; Immanuel Wallerstein, 1974; Henri Lefebvre, 1974;
James C. Scott, 1998; Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, 1988; and Perera, 2015).
Food systems are an important part of urban planning and should be carefully considered.
The ultimate purpose of this paper is to point out that food deserts and demand for healthy
produce exists, but the parameters used to measure these factors are based upon an outdated
paradigm. If the paradigm is allowed to shift, then new measurements can be included that
enable direct market access to exist between LSSSFs and local residents. Economic growth can
be measured in national and local settings by employing indicators like the Gross Domestic
Product (GDP), poverty rate, and USDA certified organic economic market growth over time.
The ability to measure the market access that LSSSFs have in relation to their local
economy, would enable a key development for LSSSFs to establish their own market through
informal development. If this market access could be established for LSSSFs, then a solid basis
for job security could be formed that could be subsequently supported by the local population’s
demand for produce. If this job security was able to be established for LSSSFs, then a sustainable
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food system could become an emergent development in Muncie (Indiana) that other similar cities
could copy and further adapt.
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW
According to the USDA’s National Organic Program (NOP), demand for organic produce
has grown at least ten percent on average annually for well over a decade (Figure 1). However,
since this emergent development is based upon a new informal paradigm, it appears that a “crisis
point” (Kuhn 1970) has been reached.
Figure 1

The formal tier of sustainable development remains the authority of global policymakers and
environmental experts while the informal tier remains the purview of grassroots environmental
and social groups, indigenous peoples preserving traditional practices, and civic-minded people
committed to changing their own communities. The industrial paradigm also plays a significant
role in limiting investment into sustainable development. Industrial agriculture relies on
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government subsidies, expensive machines, and fossil fuels while sustainable agriculture relies
on a multiplicity of highly trained individuals at various stages of the supply chain that are rarely
paid a livable wage. The transition from one to the other is not clear or simple, but food systems
are at risk due to the coming climate crisis if they do not adapt quickly.
Deindustrialization34 is a process of social and economic change caused by the removal
or reduction of industrial capacity or activity in a country or region, especially heavy industry, or
the manufacturing industry. As evident in Muncie, Indiana, it is not necessarily the production
that has dropped but the employment—especially due to the increase of productivity and the
introduction of new, more efficient, and marketable products. Historically, the resulting culture
of the Rust Belt, has been formed out of formalized top-down development processes strategized
to attract manufacturing jobs by the hundreds. This type of planning has created a culture that
values training large numbers of people in low-skill labor positions over getting an education (or
other specialized training), resulting in a fiscally expendable workforce that is highly vulnerable
within a globalized market. According to Patrick Barkey of Ball State University’s Department
of Economics,
Production is not doomed. There are still plenty of things for us to produce. But mass
production with low skills—that’s doomed. 35

Deindustrialization in the face of significant climate change necessitates a paradigm shift
for survival, but this shift is significantly hindered if Muncie residents are blind to the value of
investing in a more sustainable food system. Believing—or not believing—in sustainability and
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climate change is a choice, but the future of the food supply chain does not subscribe to such a
bias. If Muncie residents are led to believe that an industrial paradigm is a wiser investment than
a sustainable one by their local leaders, it is not difficult to predict the economic, social,
ecological consequences. This is also, to be fair, not the job of Muncie residents to research and
make such decisions; it is merely their job to vote on such issues, should they be properly
presented to the public. If, however, local planners, farmers, government officials and economic
departments also do not bother to research, understand, and enable action to be taken on how
climate change will affect the local food system in the years to come—there is a significant
problem on the horizon.
Alternatively, if properly researched and prepared for, this paradigm shift could offer a
significant opportunity for Muncie’s residents to change the course of their future workforce.
Sustainable farming offers just such an outcome. It is often taken for granted that LSSSFs are
highly trained examples of labor, much like a specialized scientist or a chief financial officer;
however, their wage in the local market place does not reflect this training due to their limited
access to markets and the fact that they operate by an emergent paradigm that fails to be
recognized for its high level of expertise. For example, becoming a LSSSF is a skill that takes
nearly eight to ten years to master, according to published Indiana farmer, Ben Hartman 36
(2015). Hartman refers to a principle mentioned by Malcolm Gladwell 37 (2008), who makes the
case that to become masterful at any task requires ten thousand hours of practice (about ten
years). Agroeclogical— or sustainable—farming requires a deep knowledge of the following: the
climate, soil composition, chemistry, biology, physics, mathematics, economics, marketing,
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distribution, customer relations, time management, computer basics, cost management, tax filing,
tax reporting, business acumen, and more.
A livable wage for LSSSFs refers to MIT’s livable wage calculator for the state of
Indiana, and is defined as an annual full-time (2080 hours) hourly wage of $11.07 (or an annual
salary of $23,025.60) for a single adult with no children (Amy Glasmeier, 2019 38). This wage is
not as low as a fast food worker’s, but it is also similar to a starting wage in the local
manufacturing industry, making it an ideal market to invest in from a municipal standpoint. A
LSSSF position is also a high-skill due to eight to ten years of training, so it will insulate
Muncie’s workforce from global market shifts and global food shortages.
Both food sovereignty and agricultural parity are quality of life factors. The issue of a
livable wage is a critical one for all farmers in the United States in the coming age of climate
change—which will force a paradigm shift, regardless. The Rust Belt paradigm has cheapened
the value of agricultural labor by implementing an industrial paradigm that replaces highly
trained workers and reduces their role to that of a cheap, expendable machine that runs on
diminishing fossil fuels. The jobs in this market have therefore gone to a cheaper labor force and
have taken their infrastructure-supporting incomes with them. Large-scale markets, such as
grocery store chains and manufacturing firms—and growing dependency upon these—have left
major gaps in Muncie residents’ annual incomes and they have yet to be filled.
The city of Muncie, despite losing thousands of jobs between 2001 and 2011 to
deindustrialization, local economic development projects—Economic Development Alliance

38 Glasmeier, Dr. Amy K. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Living Wage Calculator. Indiana. Information gathered June
2019. www.livingwage.mit.edu. Last updated 2019.
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Vision 2016 Plan 39 and Vision 2021 Plan 40—continue to focus on attracting large numbers of
low-skill jobs that do not aide the rising poverty rate. Muncie’s poverty rate has remained largely
unchanged in recent years (U.S. Census Bureau 2013-17). Muncie’s nearly 29.9 percent poverty
rate is larger than its respective county of Delaware (22.9 percent), the majority of which register
as 17 years old or younger while the rest fall into the 18-24 year-old category (U.S. Census
Bureau and U.S. Economic Research Service 2017). This means that Delaware county ranked
second out of ninety-two total counties within Indiana for the adult poverty rate in 2017. Another
variable that has seen little change is Muncie’s median annual household income $32, 372,
which is roughly 61 percent lower than Indiana’s at $52,182 (U.S. Census Bureau 2013-17).
These factors are indicative that Muncie’s newest generation may be also be its poorest, thereby
also necessitating a paradigm shift—as the old one is not working.

CHAPTER II: OVERVIEW
The data found here (within this study) seeks to make the case that LSSSFs might, at the
very least, offer a boon to the rising poverty rate in Muncie. The high poverty rate and low
median income indicated by food desert maps (pp. 67-76) alludes to the conclusion that more
produce at a lower price will not fix the problem, as is currently discussed at Muncie Local Food
Summit (2019). Since produce is already produced in mass quantity, a further flood into the
market will only cheapen the product and make a livable wage for farmers an even more distant
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possibility. Until the production and distribution of food undergoes a paradigm shift (from
industrial to sustainable) that is brought about by local leaders, the problem will only worsen in
coming years. No single grant, subsidy, or large-scale company can feasibly fix Muncie’s
growing fiscal demise.
Data provided here indicates that a more highly trained workforce with better access to
higher paying jobs is required. The localized specialization requiring eight to ten years of
training for LSSSFs would provide a more competitive edge in the globalized workforce and
therefore a certain measure of job security. Job security also exists in the form of food
production, as people will always need to consume fresh, healthy produce. The USDA’s data
states that the organic industry has grown almost 10 percent annually for nearly a decade (Figure
1, pg. 22), meaning that it is a wise industry to invest in. Despite this economic data, the MuncieDelaware Economic Development Alliance Vision 2016 Plan (p. 12, Objective 2 A) discusses
Ginovus Asset Mapping which marks food processing and agribusiness—among other industries
in the area—as slated for targeted growth strategies but include zero strategic growth in the
organic sector. Other informal, bottom-up development—such as directly engaging LSSSFs in
economic or sustainable food system planning—continues to be omitted in these strategic
planning initiatives.
Muncie is significant in this research because the United States is home to 308.7 million
people, where roughly 81 percent live in an incorporated area of 100,000 people or less (2010
U.S. Census Bureau). Addressing a city of Muncie’s size (population of 70,085 41), offers the
ability to represent a large majority of American cities in a key region of the Rust Belt, which
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would offer guidance for other deindustrializing cities with rising poverty levels for similar
reasons. Muncie was also studied in the early-twentieth century as Middletown 42 and many
economic studies were based upon the population here in the decades that followed. Defining the
role of LSSSFs in local development is also not a straight-forward process: There is currently no
formal market share, or Gross Domestic Product (GDP) measure, to represent the growth and
development of LSSSFs in the United States or Indiana. However, Muncie could lead the way
for such development.
Engaging informal, bottom-up development is something that planning theory has only
just begun to study (Amartya Sen, 1999; Walt Witman Rostow, 1960; Andre Gunder Frank,
1967; David Harvey, 1973; John Turner & Robert Fichter, 1973; Immanuel Wallerstein, 1974;
Henri Lefebvre, 1974; James C. Scott, 1985, 1990, 1998, 2017; Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak,
1988; and Perera, 2015). Nihal Perera (2015) is one of the leading researchers and practitioners
of such theoretical methods and employs the term ‘familiarize’ to identify how ordinary people
with no power to implement big plans—such as the state and big corporations—adapt to their
immediate surrounding spaces, especially within formal or planned spaces (identified as abstract
space), for their own needs and daily pursuit of aspirations. Perera’s interpretation of emergent
development (of hybrid spaces) is relevant as LSSSFs continue to be left out of formal plans, but
through familiarization, are creating their own markets anyway.
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Figure 2 People's Spaces (Perera, 2015) Production of Space Schematic by Nirmani Liyanage

Figure 2 is from Perera’s People’s Spaces (2015) and displays how abstract social space
is adapted by people using informal development processes. An example of this informal space
creation being ignored by formal development includes the third annual Muncie Local Food
Summit (2019), where LSSSFs were limited to a thirty minute ‘Food Panel’ which consisted of a
very limited question and answer segment between attendees and only three LSSSFs. This was
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the only opportunity given to LSSSFs to participate in their own development dialogue during
the course of the whole event. Of those LSSSFs, only one remained in business full-time—
Wendy Carpenter, later interviewed in this study—one had recently gone out of business, and
another remained part-time, specifically due to poor market access. These LSSSFs repeatedly
mentioned limited market access, limited access to a livable wage, and an uneducated customer
base (residents that are unaware of the difference between industrial and sustainable produce) as
key hindrances in their development. Muncie’s Economic Development Council (EDC) also lists
Food Processing as one of its top five Industry Initiatives—a key industry identified by Genovus
targeted for growth—in both its 2016 and 2020 plan made available on their public website, yet
does not directly engage local sustainable or organic farmers. These three key issues remained
completely ignored by both the EDC and the Muncie Local Food Summit.
There is a gap in development dialogue regarding Muncie’s future food system. The main
issue of Kuhn’s (1970) paradigm clash between sustainable development and industrialized
development can be likened that of colonial entities forcing their ‘civilized’ culture upon
indigenous peoples, in the sense that ecological (or sustainable) development is currently looked
down upon as less scientifically and economically sound than its industrial counterpart. This
makes sense considering Muncie’s industrial history. Upon closer inspection, development itself
seems to be this ongoing debate upon the nature of space and one’s right to it (David Harvey,
1973; Henri Lefebvre, 1974). Development, in the literal sense, is a process. This process can
include or exclude any number of objectives. So, the objective of this study becomes: 1) What is
being developed with Muncie’s food system? 2) Why? 3) And what framework will be used to
describe this development process?
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CHAPTER II: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The origin of sustainability’s paradigmatic disadvantage might very well originally stem
from Walter Rustow’s (1960) Five Stages of Development theory. Rustow posits that
civilizations develop in a linear fashion from an agrarian state to an industrial one in five stages:
1) Traditional society, 2) Preconditions for take-off, 3) Take-off, 4) Drive to maturity, and 5)
Age of high mass consumption. Rustow’s prescription for development was taken up by the
advent of the Truman Doctrine, which made the term development a hegemonic term in social
discourse. Development thereafter, became an institutionalized term based on Rustow’s Five
Stage Theory in post-World War II in foreign policy. The Truman Doctrine is also linked to
democracy because it only invested in the development of governments that supported a noncommunist manifesto. The Truman Doctrine proclaimed science, technology, and capital as the
main ingredients for development and justified it with the promise of peace and abundance in the
form of a higher Gross National Product (GDP). The Truman Doctrine proposed that poverty and
lack of modern scientific knowledge were the main obstacles to the development of people,
communities, and nations of the world.
Andre Gunder Frank (1979) later criticized Rustow’s theory by pointing out that for one
sector of the economy to develop, it must do so at the cost of another, which creates an
imbalance between areas of development and underdevelopment. Gunder Frank (1979)
highlighted that capitalism was a global system tied together through the division of labor on a
global scale. Immanuel Wallerstein (2004) then built upon Gunder Frank’s observations by
pointing out that the relationship of underdevelopment has resulted in a single world economy
through the world banking system that he called the Core-Periphery theory. Wallerstein (2004)
had the concept that regardless of the country or the city, there was a key fundamental difference
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between core areas—or areas where capital accumulated—and periphery areas, where capital
was extracted. Both Gunder Frank (1979) and Wallerstein (2004) related areas of development
with the core and areas of underdevelopment with the periphery—i.e. the central business district
(CBD) of many United States cities as the core and the agrarian rural as the periphery.
Gunder Frank’s Development-Underdevelopment theory (1979) harmonizes with
Wallerstein’s Core-Periphery theory (2004) to support evidence that the world banking system
economically operates on the premise of the planning process—originally exported by Europe,
under colonial conditions—and accounts for the first and third world disparities documented
within the formal development discourse. The twenty-first century exportation of this formal
planning process was christened as Neoliberalism and was led during the 1990s by Ronald
Reagan, Margaret Thatcher, and Deng Xiaoping in what is now referred to as the rescue of
capitalism (David Harvey, 2005 43). This rescue was characterized by the restructuring of the
third world via austerity measures and complemented by massive infrastructural changes to
public housing, “slum” clearance, and housing policy.
A man named Arturo Escobar then wrote a book, Encountering Development (1995 44),
that changed this understanding by questioning the means and ends that the Neoliberalists were
using to achieve this elusive ‘development’ for those considered ‘underdeveloped’. Escobar
(1995) contributed to the discourse on development by observing that often those that were
‘underdeveloped’ only considered themselves to be so, after they were classified as such.
Escobar noticed that when the formal state categorized a subject as ‘underdeveloped,’ then that
subject became a peripheral dependent upon the core that Wallerstein (2004) had noticed. James
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C. Scott points out in his book, Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the
Human Condition Have Failed (1998), that central government often forces legibility upon its
subjects while failing to recognize their complexity and value in the form of provincial social
order and knowledge. The development resulting from this forced legibility is known as informal
development, which is often associated with “slum” housing and the like. However, Nabeel
Hamdi (2004 45) and John Turner (Freedom to Build, 1972) both argue in favor of informal
development when it comes to levels of efficiency.
The concept of formal, or state-regulated, means to development might be in favor when
it comes to the GDP but not everyone agrees that the formal processes of development result in
the most desirable product—most notably, LSSSFs in this study. Amartya Sen (2009), also
questioned the ends and means of this global development regarding GDP. For instance, Sen
(2009) explores in great depth that the true measure of development is a significant output of
developed individuals, not developed bank accounts, and calls attention to Bhutan’s Gross
National Happiness (GNH) system of accounting for development. Sen (2009) points out that
developing people and their capabilities instead of the built environment is always well
represented in the principle of formal planning—i.e. the promise of peace and abundance in the
Truman Doctrine—but that formal planning continues to fail at practicing this process and
delivering what it claims to be developing.
So, is the formal wrong and the informal right? Such dualism is not useful and perhaps it
is more important to note that all the sources listed thus far seem to say that the official top-down
planning processes—i.e. traditional Western planning processes—are neither right nor wrong but
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simply incomplete. John Turner (1972) and Nabeel Hamdi (2004) posit that informal bottom-up
planning processes are already taking place in such an efficient manner that the formality of topdown planning processes could never hope to compete with the same level of efficiency. Instead,
Turner (1972) and Hamdi (2004) suggest that informal planning processes should be studied and
recognized as a feasible means of development, or as a key partner in the formal development
process.
Nihal Perera’s People’s Spaces (2015) takes all of the previously mentioned development
frameworks a step further by positing that development, as it is currently practiced, is trying to
produce a product when it should instead concern itself with participating in people’s processes.
It is Perera’s theory that informal bottom-up planning processes are a key space (Figure 2) in
which people develop themselves by adapting their lived spaces to the formal spaces issued to
them by the state. Perera travels around the world with students to engage people and participate
in their informal planning processes by asking what it is they want and need from their
environment to develop themselves, much like Sen (2009). Perera and his students then record
what they learn from the people they engage and the informal processes that they participate in.
Perera’s projects and study area is put to the purpose of encouraging planners to not be planmakers but planning-participants that use their expertise to listen to locals instead of using their
expertise to tell locals what to do. This process recognizes locals as the experts and planners as
the facilitators and this fundamental discourse represents a revolutionary approach to planning in
an era where top-down planning processes still dominate global development.
Modern planning is incomplete because it only recognizes the formal and fails to see the
informal. Top-down planning views development as a product instead of an ongoing process.
Today this global model has led to concepts like scarcity, waste, and a zero-sum game. The very
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concept of waste, for example, is an important one when it comes to development. The word
'waste' and the act of 'wasting' are relatively recent human inventions that came along with the
advent of the Industrial Revolution and the notion of economic surplus. Waste does not exist in
nature—in nature, everything has a purpose. Nature recognizes both formal and informal
processes by giving priority to the concept of scalability. Waste was created by human beings for
short-term convenience and short-term profit because the small scale was ignored. Wasting
results in long-term harmful consequences for both nature and the economy. The process of rethinking waste-as-a-resource instead of something-beyond-use is a paradigm shift that reflects
the legitimacy of the informal scale, or small scale. Turner (1972), Hamdi (2004), and Perera
(2015) have extensively documented how if waste is to be the most efficiently re-purposed, that
it is currently being done with significant ingenuity at the informal scale with bottom-up
processes because that is where the need is greatest.
Waiting for the formal to accept the informal when it comes to the paradigm shift of
agriculture to agroecology means losing topsoil at an alarming rate, among other climate
disasters. Planning a single, interrelated sustainable food system is a growing imperative in the
current age of climate change, rising food prices, and finite fossil fuels. According to the 1987
United Nations Brundtland Commission Report definition, sustainable development is the type
of development that enables the current generation to “meet the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” 46 At a time of corporate
dominance and state regulations, the way small-scale sustainable farmers and food producers use

46 Brundtland, G. (1987). Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development: Our common future. United
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their agency to navigate their own development (avoiding barriers) is what provides the
foundation for a sustainable food production system. This is the focus of this study.
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CHAPTER III: INFORMAL INTERVIEWS OVERVIEW
Utilizing the methodology of prior field researchers in planning theory—i.e. Amartya Sen
(1999), John F. C. Turner (2000), and Nihal Perera (2016)—it is possible to make a case that the
capabilities of small-scale sustainable farmers are being curtailed by formal economic
development in the area of Muncie, Indiana. The overarching theme in my findings was that
engaging the small-scale is necessary for mapping the gap between locals and large-scale
development of sustainable food systems. The interviews are supplemented with supporting
information from other cognate design professionals in sustainability.
The following interviews are based on the same three following questions:
(1) What attracted you to local, sustainable small-scale farmers (LSSSFs)?
(2) What are the biggest developmental hurdles you face?
(3) What are your future aspirations for this work?

CHAPTER III: INTERVIEW #1 Michael O’Donnell
Michael O’Donnell was kind enough to share his thoughts on September 11th, 2018.
O’Donnell is a former small-scale sustainable farmer that is not organically certified. His day-job
is working at Delaware County’s Purdue Extension Office as the Organic and Diversified
Agriculture Educator for the state of Indiana. His department addresses the following: Urban
Agriculture, a Local Food Program, Organic Agriculture, Beginning Farmers, an annual Small
Farm Conference, and a Student Farm. His farm, Pinehurst, has sold produce at local farmers’
markets for nearly a decade. O’ Donnell points out the perks of the job: he has been able to visit
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and learn from other farms and participate in food safety training and other professional
development. Michael has great conviction for the success of sustainable food in Indiana and
was originally attracted to the work from an engineering perspective before working for Purdue.
When O’Donnell asked me what I was studying and what my thesis was about, I told him
that, as a planner, I was looking for gaps and/or barriers in the process of starting a sustainable
food system. I was also searching for why small-scale sustainable farmers in the region were not
being directly engaged in formal development by local economic departments. This query
seemed to intrigue him, and he rattled off a list of reasons that he had come across in his
experience as to why this was: 1) Lack of health and legal regulations designed for local, smallscale sustainable farms, 2) A difficulty in finding paid internships to learn from other
experienced farmers in the region, 3) Raising the capital to start up a farm, 4) Difficulty in
earning a livable wage as a full-time farmer, 5) Lack of education amongst general population as
to the benefits of supporting local produce and local economies. O’Donnell is well versed in the
current state of small-scale sustainable farming in the region, as it relates to large-scale
bureaucratic regulation that is placed upon such development. His work at farm conferences
(Indiana Small Farm Conference 2016-2019) often gives credit to modern pioneers in the field
and he has grown to be a respected member and go-to authority within the informal small-scale
sustainable regional farming network.
O’Donnell’s experience with helping other farmers largely centered around how specific
legal challenges that other business models—that are not farms—simply do not face. For
instance, it is very difficult to find an accountant with tax filing experience in small-scale
diversified farm income. Trying to find a lawyer to consult about legal accountability that is
familiar with limited liability corporations (LLCs) that produce food for direct or wholesale is
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also rare. As a result, start-up farmers hoping to sell produce now find themselves learning the
basics of tax law and federal regulation under the risk of losing their property and livelihood—
with no in-between scale-addressing policy to be found. O’Donnell and my own field research
reveal that small business bureaus in the region dedicated to helping start-ups also do not provide
this expertise.
O’Donnell mentioned that he would no longer be processing chickens in the coming year
at his farm, largely due to heavy regulations. He detailed experiences that highlight the inability
of regulating agencies to differentiate the scale of his development process from that of ConAgra or Tyson which are major meat processing facilities. This gap in regulation between the
scales of farming is what O’Donnell pointed out during the interview as a major hindrance to
new and existing small-scale sustainable farm development. Marketplace dynamics should
reward integrity, but O’Donnell points out that food systems are difficult for seasoned
professionals to navigate, let alone a new recruit to the field. O’Donnell admits that helping other
beginning farmers through this frustrating development process is what he finds to be the most
essentially needed service, as well as, the most rewarding. He continues work in the hopes that
local small-scale, sustainable farmers in the future have access to an easier start-up process and
better wages.

CHAPTER III: INTERVIEW #2 Amy Matthews and Leslie Gottschalk
Amy and Leslie were kind enough to host a tour of their farm on October 27th, 2017.
Their farm is located on the South Circle Farm near downtown Indianapolis and their business
partner, Matthew, works at Big City Farm close by. Together, they comprise the Mad Farmers
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Collective (MFC) and sell to multiple restaurants and Farmers’ Markets in the area. They are not
organically certified but do use organic practices and partner with community groups to host
educational opportunities at their farms. Both Amy and Leslie were attracted to their work due to
their love of the environment and serving their local communities.
Upon asking Amy, during the tour, what development barriers she had to navigate they
were as follows: land acquisition, soil testing and site cleanup, trucks of compost to cover the
site, grant funding for a greenhouse, insurance, as well as water access, tools, and other
infrastructure. When asked what the hardest parts of navigating local laws are, Amy and Leslie
explained that a nonprofit had helped them acquire their site at a lower price through a 3-year
lease with a local landlord. It sounds like a win-win for the city and the landlord; however the
monetary price of land and the operating paradigm of real estate would place the value of paidparking over sustainable food production. This leaves the LSSSFs in a precarious position with
no guarantee of any reward for their accumulated sweat equity.
Despite the demand for organic food being higher than ever (Figure 1, pg. 22), the food
provided by the MFC is not able to compete with the price point of California-grown USDA
certified organic produce from over two thousand miles away. If the MFC produces more than
$5,000 dollars annually—which they need to do if they are to generate a livable wage—they can
be sued by the U.S. federal government for branding their food “organic” without paying for
NOP certification. USDA Organic Certification depends on the scale of the farm and can cost
anywhere from $700 to $1,200 annually and can take up to one year, or more. The MFC’s
produce should be cheaper than USDA Certified Organic California produce, but it is not, due to
subsidies that does not favor the LSSSFs development paradigm. Regardless, the MFC is
undoubtably more ecologically sound because of its cultivation methods.
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For instance, food produced by the MFC is cultivated at a human scale without the use of
large-scale machinery and toxic chemicals that pollute the biosphere. Plus, food produced by a
local business to sell within a local economy also adds to a phenomenon known as the multiplier
effect. This effect tracks money spent in local economies and compares it to the same money
being spent in non-local economies. The multiplier effect is present when local money circulates
faster in local economies making the value of one dollar worth a few cents more. When
compared to the same dollar, being spent outside of the local economy (and therefore circulated
less times through less economic transactions), the non-local dollar is actually worth a few cents
less than its original value. The multiplier effect positions local businesses as a more lucrative
investment.
Figure 3 Multiplier Effect Chart 1
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Another difference in price points between the industrially produced USDA organic
certified California produce and the MFC, is due to the MFC paying themselves a livable wage.
Leslie informed me that she “made too much money” to be on state insurance but when she took
the annual cost of her insurance out of her salary, that it would be impossible to provide for a
family without her partner’s contributions. A heavy thought that weighed upon both women was
the notion that when their lease was up, their sweat equity might just evaporate. Their landlord
could easily get more money per month from a future tenant who, hypothetically, could pave the
lot for parking and charge by the hour for each parking space due to its location near downtown
Indianapolis. According to the real estate market’s paradigm the parking lot can generate more
monetary value than the small-scale sustainable farm that feeds people fresh, healthy food.
However, people cannot eat money nor can money teach them how to grow, store, or prepare
food. The value that LSSSFs, like Leslie and Amy, provide remains unaccounted for by the
operating paradigm of local development professionals.
This lack of value is largely the result of a lack of design precedent, when it comes to the
development of a local small-scale sustainable farm within an urban context. For instance,
current zoning practice only has a bureaucratic lens to recognize large-scale industrial
agricultural development models. This means that a small parcel of land located in Indianapolis’s
downtown has difficulty in being legally branded as agricultural land, let alone associated with
the aforementioned value in the form of the multiplier effect, offset of externalized costs, and
market growth—these are variables that have yet to be measured. The technology that makes a
local sustainable small-scale farm model possible in an urban environment is the result of agency
and emergent development predicated upon the creation of a third space through a paradigm
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shift. Cities are becoming more common and, as of 2014 47, half of the world’s population now
live in cities for the first time in recorded history. This might explain why local economic and
zoning departments do not facilitate a better understanding of this hybrid farm model.
The local populace is not issued a formal vote on whether to reevaluate this emergent
development or how much value it might add to their community. A grocery store or school, for
instance, would add value to local resident’s property value but there is no formal representation
for the informal value that would be added for a small-scale sustainable farm development.
These are missing variables. The price of land near Indianapolis’s downtown area is going up—
homes for sale sell for around $349,900 (or $188 per square foot). The demand for organic food
is also rising but overlooks local small-scale sustainable farmers, for several reasons. One reason
is that the USDA’s ERS is only measuring organic industry growth from farmers that are NOP
certified, which leaves out LSSSFs that cannot afford certification. LSSSFs are also unable to
command a higher price point than the industrial-scale NOP certified produce from California in
grocery store markets, due to subsidies. This is mostly due to the difference between wholesale
(i.e. selling to retail buyers) and direct sale pricing strategies (i.e. selling through your own ecommerce site).
Grocery stores typically buy NOP certified produce from California that is grown
on a large industrial scale and sold at a wholesale price. Large-scale industrial farming requires
chemical pesticides (NOP approved only) and expensive machinery that consume fossil fuels and
produce greenhouse gasses (GHGs). Large-scale industrial farming also employs temporary
labor from other countries, which puts this labor at risk for basic violation of worker rights in the

47 United Nations. (2014). World Urbanization Prospects (report). Population Division. UN Dept. of Economic and Social
Affairs.
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form of low wages and overtime. Wholesale pricing sells large quantities in bulk for a lower peritem price while the direct-to-customer pricing is charging more per item, as a much smaller total
amount of that item has been produced.
Small-scale sustainable farmers cannot afford to sell their produce at any price less than
direct because of how much grocery store wholesale pricing already cuts into their market.
Grocery stores, for instance, are often open all day every day while farmers who are selling their
produce directly to customers (often) can only market from 8 AM- 12 PM on Saturday mornings.
Formally, these farmers will continue to be left out of economic development processes. This
means that the small-scale farmers cannot afford higher land prices even if their developments
add value to surrounding property. In this, the burgeoning upper middle classes subsidize their
preferences for an organic lifestyle by exploiting these farmers who sell produce at a lower cost
that is far below their heightened cost of living in new middle-class enclaves.
Luckily, the MFC finds that their biggest measure of success comes from an informed
customer base that knows and values what their money is voting for at grocery stores, farmers’
markets, and restaurants. Governor Greg Ballard created Indianapolis’s first Office of
Sustainability in 2008, but this office is yet to produce a single formal plan that would account
for the missing variables that would give LSSSFs plausible development data that could protect
them as an asset to their local communities. Currently, there is no mandate that requires that a
local small-scale sustainable farm model even exist but, it does. There is also no mandate that
requires a sustainable food system to be initiated, and yet, it is still evolving. LSSSFs are selforganizing at an informal level despite their invisibility and their lack of voice in the local
development dialogue.
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CHAPTER III: INTERVIEW #3 Wendy Carpenter
Wendy Carpenter of Christopher Farm was kind enough to share her thoughts about
making a livable wage in small-scale sustainable farming on December 10th, 2018 and May 25th,
2019. Wendy was also kind enough to let me work on her farm and at Farmers’ Markets in 2018
and 2019. She has owned and operated her own USDA certified organic farm for over twenty
years using sustainable methods. Wendy supports herself farming full-time. This means that she
does all her own on-farm management, marketing, and distribution. This includes driving to
Farmers’ Markets every Saturday from May until October and selling produce from 8 AM-12
PM.
Wendy started her farm several years back when she started her family on a parcel of
land located in Randolph County (adjacent to Delaware County) in Indiana. Her conviction to
find fulfilling work that she could be proud of within her community fueled the experienced
farmer and small business owner that she has become today. Originally, Wendy was not legally
allowed to call her methods “organic” until 2017 when she became certified through the NOP.
The concept of organic cannot be owned, but the word itself, is the property of the USDA’s NOP
and a legally binding term in a court of law. If one grosses more than $5,000 dollars annually—
which they need to do if they are to generate a livable wage within Indiana according to MIT’s
livable wage calculator—they must pay a fee for branding their food “organic” without NOP
certification. Wendy is currently the only USDA certified organic farmer selling at Muncie’s
Minnetrista Farmers’ Market. Regarding barriers to development, Wendy mentions certification,
Farmers’ Market Rules and Regulations, packaging, distribution, and having a more educated
customer base.
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Many farmers at Minnetrista do not bother to get certified through the USDA’s NOP due
to the application fees or they simply might not have the time to fill out the extensive paperwork
required. The Minnetrista Cultural Center has traditionally been Muncie’s most popular Farmers’
Market, but newer markets are popping up due to high customer and vendor demand. The
farming methods that Wendy employs are significantly more sustainable than required by the
NOP. For instance, Wendy employs crop rotation to maximize the soil microbiome, which is not
a requirement of the NOP. Wendy wishes that she could re-cycle her packaging, but legally she
is required to buy new packaging due to NOP specifications. The NOP discourages the re-use of
packaging for hygienic reasons but fails to streamline the recycling, reuse, and affordability of
packaging. These are both prime examples of how “organic” is not the same as sustainable or in
line with ecological principles due to waste and unnecessary pollution. Wendy tries to buy
biodegradable packaging when it is not cost prohibitive, but often it is significantly more
expensive. Currently there is no subsidy to offer biodegradable packaging options to USDA NOP
farmers in Indiana.
Wendy also discusses Minnetrista Farmers’ Market Rules and Regulations and explains
that a vendor must be involved in the direct growing of at least 51 percent of their total products
offered for sale. This rule and level of verification is common for farmers markets in the central
Indiana region. Essentially, it means that any vendor can buy forty-nine percent of produce that
they did not grow—at a below price-floor rate which price gouges farmers like Wendy—and
then sell it to make a personal profit. This loophole not only significantly undercuts the price of
labor for farmers who grow all their produce, but also tricks unsuspecting customers into
purchasing a less sustainable product. “Auction produce,” or produce bought in bulk and then
resold at Farmers’ Markets, is a mystery product grown by a mystery farmer with mystery
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means. The chemical composition of the soil and the care that went into a fruit or vegetable
could be more transparent. And Farmers’ Markets that claim to support local small-scale
sustainable farmers could make a higher commitment for the sake of customers and vendors,
alike.
A Farmers’ Market Master, or the manager of a market, is often only the job of one parttime paid position, if is a paid position at all. This means that the fifty-one percent rule can only
be loosely enforced, as part-time work is often not enough to live on. Many market masters often
have taken on their role, secondary to a full-time day job, and may receive no fiscal
compensation. This makes sufficient on-farm visits a rarity so whether or not customers feel that
all of the produce is safe at a Farmers’ Market, it may not be. Markets could be more transparent
and forthcoming by letting customers know right away whether a vendor sources auction
produce or homegrown. And if produce is sustainably homegrown, then the customer should
know if the market master has checked out their farm. People who take the time to get to know
their farmer and their food system learn what they eat, where food comes from, and what their
money is financially supporting. They can feel good about it and be connected to the
environment and community directly through their food system while supporting their public
health. LSSSFs like Wendy are responsible land stewards, so their produce is fresher, more
nutritious, uses far less fossil fuel, and tastes better than any other produce on the market.
Wendy and farmers like her are prime examples of a market share worth investing in;
however, this voting power in the local food market can only come from better transparency in
the paradigm shift that stresses the quality of food. Once per year, Wendy invites her customers
to take a farm tour during her growing season. Instead of alienating them for the food and
marketing systems, she likes to connect her customers with her farm, the production and
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distribution system. All too often, her customers have never known what this food system looked
like before. Modern agricultural development has severed locals’ connection to each other and
their land, which LSSSFs can restore. Wendy remains connected to the local food system,
making her aware of her role in the processes of food production and distribution. This form of
customer education is not something that she or any farmer is paid to provide, but it remains a
critical process in marketing and one of her favorite parts of the job. Wendy’s future aspiration is
that more people value their connection to local food systems and invest more wisely in their
collective future.

CHAPTER III: INTERVIEW #4 Alicia Rew
Alicia Rew is a small-scale food producer. She is the owner and operator of the
Luv’n’Cup food truck based out of Danville, Illinois, which started its operation in the summer
of 2018. Alicia was kind enough to share her thoughts on October 13th, 2018. Rew’s venture is
based upon her love of cooking and spending time with friends and family. She has been able to
see success in her venture based on knowing other like-minded small business owners in her
community. The work of LSSSFs was a large motivator for Rew to start her business, as she
seeks to purchase and prepare the produce offered by them within local markets. Rew agreed that
navigating the regulation for small businesses was difficult but not nearly as difficult as sourcing
sustainably grown produce from LSSSFs. Rew mentioned that the demand for “sustainable”
produce was heavier than “organic” and this was helpful to her, as organically certified produce
is often more cost prohibitive. Rew began growing her own basil, tomatoes, and peppers in the
summer of 2017 as an experiment to see what it took to source her own produce. She laughs as
she explains how it quickly became clear why farming is a full-time job.
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The time and tools essential to harvest, store, and package produce is a valuable resource
that requires large amounts of unconventional knowledge and around ten years of first-hand
farming experience. However, she is now aware of the difference between organic and
sustainable, which lets her know how to invest her money more wisely into both her business
and customers. Rew continues to learn about farming in her home garden but is forced to source
larger amounts from other producers. One example of this was incorporating raised beds of
homegrown tomato plants as a decoration for the sitting area outside of her food truck. She can
grow the homegrown tomatoes as a decoration, but she is legally prohibited from using them less
than ten feet away in her own food truck.
Hygienically speaking, this makes sense due to the soil that the plants reside in. People
might accidentally contaminate the plants or soil unknowingly which would compromise the
integrity of Rew’s product. Also, the raised bed in which Rew’s tomatoes grow in is located
upon land that is granted through a temporary permit that allows Rew to operate during lunch
hours on specific days in Danville’s downtown. Danville, Illinois is in a different state than
Muncie, but they occupy the same ecoregion, so farmers are growing by a very similar set of
principals every season. Rew is now, much like Wendy and O’Donnell, starting to take a
growing role as a customer educator. As Rew learns to navigate the endless quagmire of largescale regulation of small-scale business development, she is figuring out how to support other
small businesses and vote for small-scale sustainable farmers with her money by avoidance of
purchasing from chain stores when she can.
Rew is not alone in this feeling of facing something “too big” to understand and she has
harnessed this as a dialogue for how to improve her business model with customers. As a food
truck business in her first year, she has her own set of permits to navigate. She is less concerned
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with changing something she does not yet understand and more concerned with making a living
by giving her community something that it needs: Sustainable, fresh food at a reasonable price
and starting a conversation about what that food system looks like.

CHAPTER III: INTERVIEW #5 Sam Munier
Sam Munier was kind enough to share his thoughts on October 15th, 2018. Munier is the
owner and operator of Festi Bowl, a food truck that targets a vegan, vegetarian and gluten-free
customer base. Festi Bowl originates out of the suburbs of Chicago, where Munier utilized his
spatial agency to create a menu sourced directly from small, local, and sustainable farmers. A
vegetarian, vegan, and gluten-free food truck that offers delicious, affordable menu items while
being in the Indianapolis and Chicago area is not common. The field of statistics refers to this
type of development as an “outlier,” or an observation point that is distant from the other
observations within a common area. Typically, Munier calls up a LSSSF a few weeks before an
event that he is booked for to ask what produce is available.
One informal development later, Munier fills a food order and a LSSSF can move a large
amount of produce with one phone call. Munier did face higher price tags than other nonsustainably sourced produce, much like Alica Rew of her Luv’n’Cup food truck, but he saw this
as a wise investment. Munier figures that if his customers are going out of their way to support
his business, then he can go out of his way to source a high-quality product. The agency that
Rew and Munier are using is the same discerning purchasing power that their customers use
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and, when made often, this power adds up to the closest thing to a democratic vote in a
capitalistic industrial food system that fails to include LSSSFs (see Figure 4).
Figure 4 Multiplier Effect Chart 2

Munier is also helping the environment and his pocketbook by not sourcing meat. As
cities deindustrialize, people are becoming more aware of the impact that their diet has on their
own health and the health of surrounding ecosystems. The age of high meat consumption is
transforming into an age of conscious meat consumption, where people might eat less meat, no
meat, or sustainably raised meat. This is a trend is so eminent that Munier has positioned himself
to capitalize upon this paradigm shift. Over the past two years (2017-2019), Munier’s business
has doubled.
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This preference of favoring mass-produced meat over locally available fruits and
vegetables (and also meat) is an important variable to consider when building sustainable food
system. These emerging preferences greatly influence the sales margins of vendors like Wendy
and the Mad Farmers Collective for the better. Munier’s menu is simple, often only offering five
to seven items at any given time. Munier’s presence in a market that often fails to offer
vegetarian, vegan, or gluten-free food puts him at a major advantage when booking events to sell
at. Munier’s aspiration was that more of his customers learn how to cook vegetables more
creatively and to source form LSSSFs more often.

CHAPTER III: SUMMARY
It is clear that a paradigm shift is rapidly advancing upon a system that continues to
overlook it. The issue is in the failure of the formal system (at a local level) to properly recognize
self-organizing opportunities at the informal level. Using Kuhn’s theory of paradigm shift, this
makes sense as the formal operates off of a different and incompatible model of measurement
which fails to conceptualize the superior benefits of the emergence (such as public health, land
use value, and overall quality of life variables). Beyond this lack of recognition and integration is
what Hamdi (2004) and Perera (2015) document as a self-organization of a third space despite
being invisible; thus, being invisible does not negate the existence of the emergence. Even
though a market is not formally recognized, Farmers’ Markets are places where this emergence
is taking place, advancing rapidly, and may one day become integrated into the formal.
This is evidence of Kuhn’s Crisis Point and Paradigm Shift and yet formal development
is actively hindering self-organizing agroecological development by denying this emergent
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design’s integrity (which enables a higher quality of life) and favoring the industrial model of
monetary value only despite the impending climate crisis. Farmers’ Markets should seek to
mandate a minimum quality of production and distribution parameters for food systems that
make the difference between local and industrial produce more transparent to allow locals to
choose for themselves which vendors to financially support.
South Circle Farm, Christopher Farm, and other LSSSF like them represent an informal
emergent hybrid third space that is being created independently of formal development. This
space is created by small-scale local business owners, but they also represent a growing market
trend that is not being measured or harnessed. When their combined efforts reach a certain
market size, they are beginning to get a vote in their local economy through customer demand.
This informal market remains unrecognized beyond the large-scale USDA’s NOP market share.
USDA certified organic, however is not the same as sustainable. Sustainable produce support’s a
paradigm shift while USDA certified organic is merely a superficial trend based upon capturing a
global market share of the GDP. Sustainable produce from small-scale local food systems, by
contrast, seek to addresses the quality of life beyond a monetary value. Only the sustainable food
system can insulate and help adapt agricultural systems in the coming age of climate change.
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CHAPTER IV: ANALYSIS & CONCLUSION
Urban planners fall short when it comes to addressing local food systems by not knowing
how they emerge out of the local landscape. They are not traditionally trained in food-system
planning. This largely remains the jurisdiction of the USDA in the form of Gross Domestic
Product (GDP). The USDA’s National Organic Program (NOP) has grown economically almost
10 percent annually for nearly a decade (Figure 1, pg. 22). LSSSFs remain largely
unacknowledged by formal development, but this does not exclude them from being voted for
with money from locals. This power that they harness through the multiplier effect is proof that
without a democratic process, locals can consciously vote with their money for Kuhn’s paradigm
shift.
The socially-produced modern economic categories, such as GDP and supermarkets—
especially the ones used by the national government, the USDA, and planners—often leave out
small producers. For instance, the income generated from maple syrup, cedar wood, and direct
marketing is small in relation to the same produced by homogenous, wholesale commodity crops
like corn and soybeans; yet maple syrup, cedar wood, and the direct marketing of these aid in
sustaining rural households. These activities are difficult to categorize and quantify. Instead,
these activities are confined to local Farmers’ Markets.
Lefebvre’s (1974) notion of space is a key concept in this study, as he believes that space
is not a pre-existing, unchanging container that people fill up and move around in. Like Harvey
(1973), he believes that space is produced by people. Lefebvre builds upon Harvey’s—
globalization as a fundamentally social—concept to posit that space is produced by people but
notes how the space that is produced is highly contingent upon when the space is produced,
“Every society—and hence every mode of production . . . produces a space, its own space, (p.
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31; 1974).” The society that produced the Neolithic farm, for instance, is not the same society
that has produced the modern industrial factory farm. Lefebvre is arguing against demographics
and for geography by pointing out that the world is already in a state of total urbanization, not
because the entire planet has become a city, but because no part of the planet remains
undominated by urban society and its industrial demands.
Globalization, in this context, means the increasing connectedness between places,
including cities, across planetary space. David Harvey’s (1973) analysis pertains to the way in
which globalization, urbanization and uneven development work and the mode of production
that we live with now, which is capitalism. Harvey interprets capitalism as the driver behind
globalization, or the driving force of the connections behind the growing interconnectedness of
spaces. This growing interconnectedness might be driven by capitalism, but it is fundamentally
social, which changes how people live within cities and between them.
There is a concept that has been emerging called, ‘food sovereignty’, which is a term
used throughout the world, markedly in the global south. Sustainability, in this context,
represents a paradigm shift towards informal support of LSSSFs despite them being invisible to
formal development leaders. This makes the fundamental quality of both the production and
distribution of local food into a contested social space that is stretched between a sustainable
paradigm and an industrial one through local markets.
The Rust Belt is a name given to a midwestern geographic region of the United States
that was formed out of a deep socioeconomic scar from depending too heavily and for too long
upon the industrial paradigm of mass production. Muncie, Indiana, is located within this region
along with Detroit, Michigan. Cities like this must reinvent their paradigms if they are to survive
in the age of deindustrialization and globalization. People’s agency and emergences are key in
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this reinvention process, not politicians or grants. Emergence and agency represent informal
processes of development and these terms are useful for describing hybrids that elude formal
categories. LSSSFs, for instance, represent an informal minority within the category of formal
industrialized agriculture. They are voice-less and invisible to the state, yet their popularity
continues to grow.
Lefebvre’s idea of space and Harvey’s idea of the right to the city pertain to the concepts
of both food sovereignty and parity in the sense that LSSSFs are contesting the destiny of
Muncie’s future food system. This study also documents how a lack of formalized recognition
both slows and complicates their development. Most planners are not required to visit farms or
figure out how food is grown, stored, or processed; but that seems odd considering how often
people eat food and how ubiquitous food is within the built environment. It took time to realize
that some gaps can only be recognized by certain sets of eyes. Eyes that are seeking out
something that is needed but does not yet exist. The same eyes that become the facilitators of
agency and emergences to ask a difficult question: Where is the concrete plan for better access
to healthy food and whose job is that to figure out?
Amartya Sen’s (1999), the winner of the Nobel Prize in Economic Science in 1998,
constructs his arguments on development pulling knowledge from sociology, economics,
politics, anthropology, post-structuralism and post-colonialism, and those whose development
theories that came before (Walt Witman Rostow, 1960; Andre Gunder Frank, 1967; David
Harvey, 1973; John Turner & Robert Fichter, 1973; Immanuel Wallerstein, 1974; Henri
Lefebvre, 1974; James C. Scott, 1985, 1990, 1998; Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, 1988). Sen’s
(1999) analysis of development is built using the freedoms (Ch. 2, 1999) of individuals as basic
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building blocks. He argues that development is enabling people to live the lives they value as
long as they (biologically) can.
Sen (1999) utilizes what he terms the capabilities approach to development, i.e. suggests
that we improve people’s capabilities to live the life they value (p. 18.). For Sen (1999),
“development can be seen as a process of expanding the real freedoms that people enjoy (p. 3),”
as well as, “the removal of various types of unfreedoms that leave people with little choice and
little opportunity of exercising their reasoned agency,” (p. xii). The term agency is used by Sen
to denote, “Someone who acts and brings about change, and whose achievements can be judged
in terms of her own values and objectives, whether or not we assess them in terms of some
external criteria as well (p. 18-9; 1999).” Arguing that freedom is central to the process of
development, Sen highlights two distinct reasons: (1) the evaluative reason and, (2) the
effectiveness reason. The evaluative reason is that the, “assessment of progress has to be done
primarily in terms of whether the freedoms that people have are enhanced”; and the effectiveness
reason is that, “the achievement of development is thoroughly dependent on the free agency of
people (p. 4; 1999).” Sen states that this approach interprets the expansion of freedom as the
primary end and principal means of development (p. 36; 1999).
Sen’s framework provides key context for the methodology argued here to understand
how the agency of LSSSFs are affected by formal development. Also, Sen’s perspective relates
to LSSSFs as they are not formally recognized by local economic development efforts, such as
Muncie’s Economic Development Commission (EDC). If knowledge or epistemology is a
construction, then it is possible to understand “sustainability” through the process of
deconstruction. Externalized costs in the form of poor health, pollution, and low-quality produce
are not typically accounted for in a non-sustainable design; therefore, sustainable design
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represents a paradigm shift away from transferring externalized costs to consumers and future
generations.
The term epistemology refers to a filter that determines what information is valued as
knowledge, and as it is used here, can be interchanged with Kuhn’s concept of a paradigm shift.
It is clear that the present forms of development—specifically in regard to agriculture—are
derived from design epistemologies that are incompatible with nature’s own 48 (Janine M.
Beynus, 1997). The environmental educator David Orr (1992) identifies two different scales of
sustainability 49: technological sustainability and ecological sustainability. LSSSFs utilizing
informal sustainable farming methods is an example of ecological sustainability; while a factory
farm utilizing formal organic farming methods, is an example of technological sustainability.
The development critic Wolfgang Sachs (1993) observes an example 50 of this when he builds on
Orr’s term technological sustainability in the form of satellite images essential to global
environmental management. Sachs states that these images create,
A reality that contains mountains of data, but no people . . . In short, they provide a
knowledge which is faceless and placeless; an abstraction that carries a considerable
cost: it consigns the realities of culture, power and virtue to oblivion (p. 19; 1993).

Sachs (1993) is noting the epistemological gap within the paradigm shift to sustainability
by emphasizing a difference in the scale of development processes. In stating that “it consigns
the realities of culture, power and virtue to oblivion,” Sachs’ quote harkens to Sen’s notions of
freedom and agency. Ecological sustainability, then, notes a level of autonomy and self-
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organization at an informal level while technological sustainability represents a development that
has become so organized by outside forces that it is no longer maneuverable by the locals nor
efficient at the small-scale. The former is a bottom-up process while the latter is a top-down
process.
The variance in ecological and technological sustainability is particularly useful when
trying to understand the difference between “sustainable” and “organic” as a means to
development within agricultural markets. Sustainable design is not any one movement or
approach, whereas the term “organic” has become a certifiable term, thanks to the USDA’s NOP.
Sustainable design is more of an informal series of bottom-up development processes. Certified
organic is a series of formal top-down development processes that concentrate on large-scale
markets only, such as GDP. The formal and informal are also dialectical terms in planning theory
discourse that can be used to address gaps when it comes to different scales of development
(Turner & Fichter, 1972; Scott, 1998; Spivak, 1988; and Perera, 2015).
Parity is the name associated with New Deal farm programs put into place in the 1930s
that set a price floor under market prices rather than sending out subsidies, or government
payouts. Parity, or the adjustment of prices for inflation, helped the farmers to counterbalance the
destructive cost-price squeeze and did away the need for farmers to overproduce their way out of
poverty and debt. The National Organic Program (NOP) market does not account for its
“externalized costs,” the name given to the damage that is done to the environment, public
health, and the livelihood of farmers in the form of topsoil and soil fertility loss. The NOP
certification does not raise the wage of farm labor or ensure the rights of workers to safe
conditions.
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The NOP certification neither accounts for the damage caused by plastic packaging nor
enables biodegradable packaging to be more easily accessible to its patrons. LSSSFs do not have
a government program to certify themselves but have, instead, chosen to develop an alternative
model beyond the formal one available to them. Sustainable agriculture, for instance, enables its
workers to seek and establish a livable wage, ensure a safe working environment, minimize
pollution, and provide the highest quality of produce for its consumers. This would make
LSSSFs a type of hybrid farmer that represents the origin of an emergent design model where
Kuhn’s paradigm shift overlaps the Crisis Point with a New Paradigm. This hybrid status is
invisible to the formal development officials and therefore makes them akin to Spivak’s (1988)
subalterns. This would also indicate that LSSSFs are creating a third space—Harvey, 1972;
Henri Lefebvre, 1974; Hamdi, 2004; Perera, 2015—despite having no formally recognized voice
within local development. They are utilizing their agency to change development from within.
John Turner and Robert Fichter (1972) agree with Sen (1999) that people should
participate in their own means to development; or put more simply, that people should be able to
develop themselves through their own agency. This approach is emic and refers to a small-scale
and informal bottom-up type of development process that inherently recognizes, respects, and
engages the agency of locals to develop themselves. Originally, Turner was hired to help build
better, more efficient housing for people living in slums but quickly realized that the informal
design was better suited. Turner and Fichter (1972) studied this phenomenon within “slums” in
Lima, Peru where they observed these communities to be efficient, self-organized, and rapidly
developing. Their work in Lima led them to realize that however disenfranchised people were
that it did not stop them from displaying immense capability to use their (social and) spatial
agency. For instance, “slums” are considered shabby illegal buildings, but in Lima most of the
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people building the slums were the same construction workers who were employed at a low
wage in the adjacent developing city. Turner and Fichter (1972) observed that slums were built
more rapidly and more efficiently than legal buildings but were considered ‘undesirable’ by
politicians, professionals, and the middle classes in general.
This experience led Turner and Fichter to argue that housing is best provided for, and
managed by, those who are to dwell in them rather than being centrally administered and
provided by the state. Turner and Fichter are formal professionals whose work instills credibility
and value to informal bottom-up development processes. Turner and Fichter are able to
demonstrate that neighborhoods designed with local groups work better. People were far more
experienced experts on their own situations than an outsider could ever be and should be given
the “freedom to build”, which became the title of Turner and Fichter’s book, published in 1972.
This discourse is further expanded by practitioner scholars such as Nabeel Hamdi (2004).
According data gathered here, the LSSSFs are exercising their agency but continue to remain
voiceless within their respective market.
Farmers like Wendy continue to seek out new markets and build upon their existing
network of customers, as this seems to be their only path to success. The informal development
processes built through self-organization small interventions within the large-scale development,
has another name: familiarization. Perera (Ch. 1; 2016) describes this term to mean how people
exercise their (social and) spatial agency to facilitate the five different types of “freedoms”
defined by Sen (p. 38; 1999). Perera documents how people make and re-make their own spaces
according to their cultural practices, everyday activities, and fluctuating aspirations. Perera’s
focus is on how spatial agency at an informal scale exists beyond the codified professionalized
knowledge in the professions of architecture, engineering, and planning.
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Much like Sen, Turner and Fichter, Perera argues that scholars and researchers in cognate
fields give insufficient credibility and attention to this informal process of people making their
own spaces. Like Sen, Turner, Fichter, Perera allocates this reasoning to the privileging of
formalized knowledge: Informal design is not considered as valuable as formal design, just as
sustainable farming methods are not considered as scientifically sound as industrialized farming
methods. This conceptual abstraction of formal over informal churns out the idea that the key
means of socio-spatial change is driven by the state and market alone, but this is not the case.
Ordinary people are creating more spaces of a larger variety on a daily basis.
States and markets do, however, determine the scale of freedoms that people have access
to. Sen outlines the five main types of freedoms necessary for having social agency: (1) political
freedoms, (2) economic facilities, (3) social opportunities, (4) transparency guarantees, and (5)
protective security (p. 38; 1999). Sen’s freedoms have two main roles which are defined as: (1)
Significant in and of itself for the person’s overall freedom; and (2) Important in fostering the
person’s opportunity to have valuable outcomes, which are both critical to societal development
(Ch. 3; 1999). As mentioned above, Sen argues that freedom is central to the process of
development for two distinct reasons: (1) The evaluative reason and, (2) The effectiveness
reason. The evaluative reason is that the, “assessment of progress has to be done primarily in
terms of whether the freedoms that people have are enhanced”; and the effectiveness reason is
that, “the achievement of development is thoroughly dependent on the free agency of people (p.
4; 1999).” Sen states that this approach interprets the expansion of freedom as the primary end
and principal means of development (p. 36; 1999).
Sen’s analysis of development differs from other analysis due to his focus on basic needs
being met as a means to people developing themselves as opposed to using utility, procedural
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liberty, or real income statistics to explain why self-organization is unfeasible. For instance, the
agricultural market achievement is mainly measured by the GDP or GNP, but this limited
measure externalizes the costs of environmental and public health impacts. The environmental
crisis is, in many ways, a crisis in the epistemological design evident in the way the agricultural
success is measured.
Agency 51 is the capacity of an individual to act and emergence 52 represents the ability to
devise an alternative when facing a barrier to development. The main issues explored here are:
How, from a planning perspective, do sustainable food systems start? And are local, small-scale
sustainable farmers able to make a livable wage in their area? One of the ways to measure this
is to explore whether local people are being provided access to Sen’s definitions of freedom.
Currently, planning efforts in Muncie mention sustainability and more food access but do not
directly engage small-scale sustainable farmers in a sincere, ongoing, and open-ended dialogue.
The U.S. is two-hundred and forty-three years old with its highest rate of development
taking place in the 1950s. The 1950s saw the rise of fast food into Americans’ traditional food,
which is now served nearly everywhere. Food trucks that are locally and sustainably sourced
might offer the only known and legal alternative to this development, but the rules of market
shares are working against these emergent food providers. For instance, Muncie’s downtown
business district does not allow the operation of food trucks within a one-hundred-foot perimeter
of other local businesses in the area. Another key gap is how small businesses versus small farms
function as a market entity, as the market often fails to discern this difference.
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A small farm today, is a venture that can essentially be classified as a small business. It is
also different from a small business in key ways. For instance, a small sustainable farm requires
several seasons of experience, research, and sweat equity. As a result, the way that small farms
derive an income and invest in their future is not as straightforward. Other small businesses also
do not heavily rely on the weather. Small sustainable farms are not the same as large factory
farms, either. The differences in development design and function between large factory and
small sustainable farms can be likened to formal and informal development, respectively.
The key differences between the formal and informal are vast in U.S. agriculture. Large
farms or factory farms essentially function as a manufacturing plant or a corporation. Factory
farms generate hundreds of thousands of dollars annually and span hundreds of acres while small
farms generate only a few thousand dollars in annual revenue and span less than one hundred
acres. Factory farms are usually owned and operated by an absentee landlord that manages their
operation under a strict contract and survives on government subsidies. A small farm is owned
and operated by a farmer that is present and available to their community and can tailor supply
that is based upon local demand to minimize waste. Small-scale farmers utilizing sustainable
farming methods currently have no formal subsidy support.
There is a hole in the “organic” epistemology and what it has come to mean in local
markets to customers: It means produce that are marginally more sustainable than conventionally
grown produce, still grown by a stranger, and trucked in from out of state. USDA certified
organic still fails to inform consumers where their produce comes from or who farmed it.
Instead, USDA NOP certification and lack of Farmers’ Market management funding has
associated the term “organic” with more expensive without fully addressing the cost difference.
This lack of explanation to customers for what it is they are investing in, such as their own health
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and the health of their environment, is also failing to address future generations that need it the
most in a world of increasing healthcare costs and highly processed foods. This gap results in the
uneven development of the local food market.
Gayatri Spivak (1988) lends some development theory perspective to citizens who are not
being able to speak for themselves; this applies to LSSSFs. Spivak’s famous essay, “Can the
Subaltern Speak?” (1988) asks readers: “If there is no representation of those whom are
considered ‘subaltern’ at a formal level of development, how can they be democratically
represented?” Spivak uses the term “subaltern” from the Subaltern Studies Group (SSG). The
SSG is a group of South Asian scholars that are interested in the postcolonial and post-imperial
societies which started at the University of Sussex in 1979-80. “Subaltern” refers to any person
or group of inferior rank or station, whether because of race, class, gender, sexual orientation,
ethnicity, religion—or in this case, occupation; to refer to those without a voice or
representation. A democratic republic, such as the United States, is built to serve its citizens
through elected officials who are to be their representatives in government. If LSSSFs have no
formal representation, then they too could be considered “subaltern.” Based on all of the
evidence provided here—and the recent outbreak of Covid-19—formal development would be
providing an invaluable investment at a key time if they were to engage the voices of local smallscale sustainable farmers to begin a plan for a more sustainable food system.
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Figure 5 Muncie (2018): Households with a Car
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Figure 6 Muncie (2018): Household Poverty Rate
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Figure 7 Muncie (2018): Household Grocery Access
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Figure 8 Muncie (2014): Supermarket Locations 1
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Figure 9 Muncie (2018): Supermarket Locations 2
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Figure 10 Muncie (2018): Food Deserts of Muncie 1
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Figure 11 Muncie (2018): Food Deserts of Muncie 2
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Figure 12 Muncie (2018): Food Deserts of Muncie 3
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Figure 13 Muncie (2018): Locally Owned Groceries
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Figure 14 Muncie (2018): Non-Locally Owned Groceries
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